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Nomenclature
CD
CL
A
φs
α, β
2D
3D
P IV
Re
U∞

Coefficient of drag
Coefficient of lift
Projected frontal area of a vehicle, m2
Slant-back rear angle, degrees
Notch-back angular parameters, degrees
Two dimensional
Three dimensional
Particle Image Velocimetry
Reynolds number, based on vehicle length L
Free stream flow velocity, m/s

I.

Introduction

The purpose of the current experiments was to investigate the flow field around the first generation
Toyota MR2 automobile. The Mk1 MR2 has a unique body shape that is characterized by sharp edges and
a notch-back geometry. I have always loved the look and shape of the MR2, however its design is far from
aerodynamically optimized. In these experiments, the flow field was broken up into segments and investigated
individually. First, the production geometry was tested to identify the aerodynamics of the unmodified
vehicle. Next, geometric modifications were applied to investigate their effect on the aerodynamics.
Experiments were performed using the particle image velocimetry (PIV) technique on a 1/24th scale
Toyota MR2 model. The experiments were performed at the University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace
Studies (UTIAS) in the recirculating water channel in the experimental fluid dynamics laboratory. It is
important to note that the experiments presented in this report were made using water as the flow medium,
despite this, the results are directly comparable to air-based experiments.
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A.

Experimental Model and Setup

The model used was a hobby model produced by Fujimi and was purchased online and assembled before
testing. Comparison of the model geometry to that of an actual MR2 (the experimenter owns a 1988
MR2) revealed that the model exterior geometry was fairly accurate, however there are a number of major
simplifications that will affect the experimental results (shown in figure 1). These include blocked air passages
such as the front radiator cooling flow, side vent for engine cooling, and rear engine lid cooling vents. Because
the model chosen was a race spec edition, the rear wheels were a larger width than the front (a wide-body
kit was included but not installed). The wheel cavities of the model were also much larger than the actual
MR2. It should be noted that the model did not include side windows, however, windows were made by
cutting up hard plastic sheet and were glued in-place.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 1. Experimental model of mk1 MR2 (AW11).

The model was painted completely black and was mounted to a plate insert using four steel pins. The plate
insert was installed into an endplate assembly shown in figure 2. This endplate is designed to raise the model
off the water channel floor to prevent the boundary layer which develops on the channel walls from interfering
with the aerodynamic results. The endplate has an elliptical leading edge profile to prevent separation. This
style of setup (fixed raised endplate) is common in automotive testing due to its simplicity,1, 2, 3 however it
does not exactly replicate the actual driving conditions. For greatest accuracy a rolling-road type simulation
or boundary layer suction upstream of the model needs to be used. However, by using a fixed endplate
properly (no separation from leading edge) the boundary layer developing on the endplate upstream of the
model can be minimized. This produces the highest accuracy results possible with the available apparatus
and testing techniques.
The complete experimental setup is shown in figure 3, where the endplate setup was mounted in the water
channel upside down. The illumination laser used was mounted below the channel and fired upwards. The
aerodynamic results are identical for the model regardless of its mounted orientation. In the PIV technique,
a two-dimensional laser sheet is created and is used to illuminate the movement of miniature glass beads
suspended in the flow. A camera is used to capture the movement of these beads and the velocity vectors of
the flow about the model are calculated using a statistical algorithm (an example is shown in figure 5(a)).
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(a) Note: the model was perfectly centered on the endplate, the distance from the front
bumper to the leading edge of the endplate was 108mm, the distance from the rear bumper
to the end of the endplate was 108mm.

(b) Model painted and mounted on plate insert, ready for testing. Toyota badge
not present during actual tests, added for photo purposes only.
Figure 2. Model mounting setup.

The inner workings of PIV are not the purpose of this report, and as such the details can be left for the
reader to investigate at their leisure.4 The basis is that two-dimensional planes can be placed anywhere in the
flow field about the model and the velocity (magnitude and direction of the flow) can be measured in those
planes and from this vorticity can be calculated (vorticity is a measure of a fluid elements angular velocity,
plotting it reveals regions of localized rotation and shear5 ). Both streamwise and transverse planes were
measured in this experimental investigation, however in part 1 only the streamwise analysis will be included
(part 2 of the transverse planes will follow). For the transverse planes, a mirror was located downstream
at 45 degrees. The Reynolds number, which is a dimensionless flow parameter, was 1.2 × 105 when based
on the length of the model (160mm) in the water channel. This compares to the actual Reynolds number
of a full-size MR2 on the highway moving in air (at 100 km/h) of 6.9 × 106 . This discrepancy in the flow
similarity is due to the small size of the model as well as the lower flow speed of the water (U∞ = 0.65m/s).
The use of water instead of air naturally allows for a lower flow velocity as water is 1000 times more dense
than air, this slows down the dynamics and is beneficial for complex unsteady flows. The results should be
interpreted with this in mind. Despite this limitation of the experimental apparatus, it has been found that
bluff-body aerodynamics (dominated by separation) such as this automobile flow field, are not very Reynolds
number sensitive. This means that the results at lower Reynolds numbers (the presented experiments) are
often identical to those obtained at higher Reynolds numbers (actual MR2 on the highway).
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Figure 3. Experimental setup for PIV measurements.

II.

Results: Streamwise Planes

The streamwise planes were located slightly off the centerline of the model (1/8 width off centerline),
this was done to minimize laser surface reflections seen by the camera. For this reason, some vectors near
the model boundary may seem to indicate that the flow is moving into or out of the model surface, this is
simply a perspective error due to physical blockage of the model boundary. Note that the flow direction
in all the following images is from left to right. Also note that due to the firing direction of the laser
and the physical blockage of the model, shadows exist in the measurement area, most notably below the
model. In these shadow areas, it is impossible to determine velocity, and as such they have been masked
off along with the model outline (dark blue areas in the following images). It should be noted here that
this report mainly focuses on the time-averaged flow structure. The averages were calculated from 1000
individual instantaneous PIV snapshots (roughly 60 seconds of data acquisition). Automobile bluff-body
flows are highly unsteady, however, through the time-averaging procedure the flow structure organizes into
more coherent large-scale patterns. It is important to remind the reader that in an instantaneous sense
(think of a video of how the flow is changing) the flow fields are much less organized than how they appear
in the time-averaged representations. To highlight these differences, videos have been created by stitching
together the instantaneous snapshots and are available for viewing through provided links within the text.
A.

Vehicle Front: Plane A

To begin, the front of the car was investigated, this is plane A as indicated in figure 4. The results presented
are time-averaged results and include contours of the vorticity and velocity magnitude as well as streamlines.
The design of the production nose is a sharp two-slant, with the points of angle change designated as 1
and 2 in figure 5(a). The small amount of vorticity generated at the first angle change is due to the slight
protrusion of the nose (on the model), I have checked my actual car and this protrusion is not present.
Either the model is slightly incorrect, or the model bumper is from a Mk1a (1986-1987) while my car is
a Mk1b (1988-1989). At the nose, there is a strong favorable pressure gradient, which acts to keep flow
attached to the model surface. However, due to the large angle changes at the nose (due to its finite angular
design) and the low stagnation point (located at the lower edge of the front bumper) it appears the boundary
layer cannot remain attached aft of the second angle change (measure as approx 18 degrees). Significant
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Figure 4. The flow field was broken up into three streamwise planes, each was imaged separately.

separation of the flow is present aft of the second angle change. Reattachment of the separated flow occurs
downstream along the front hood. The key difference between the first (1) and second (2) angle changes is
that the first is spread out over the bumper geometry while the second occurs along a sharp finite line on
the hood. This separation behavior was also visible by the large collection of bubbles at the hood front, just
aft of the second angle change (shown in figure 5(c)). From previous experiments, it has been found that
air bubbles accumulate at the model surface in regions of flow separation. This separation/reattachment
process results in the production of a large amount of vorticity aft of the second (and final) angle change.
This vorticity is convected along the hood of the car and causes a significant disturbance (waviness) to the
flow downstream along the model surface. This behavior is clearly visible by watching the provided video
[LINK].
The existence of separation and reattachment, resulting in the production of vorticity, is likely a source
of aerodynamic drag at the front of the vehicle. To mitigate or eliminate this drag producing mechanism,
two approaches were taken (shown in figure 6(a)). In the first case, the front of the nose was rounded using
modeling clay. By rounding the front of the model the expansion process was spread to a large number
of small incremental steps, instead of just two finite steps. In the second case, a flow tripping mechanism
(zig-zag strip) was applied to the front of the model. By tripping the flow, the induced turbulence acts to
resist separation. Rounding the front of the nose was found to decrease the amount of vorticity generated,
however it did not eliminate its production completely (figure 6(b), video [LINK]). Tripping resulted in an
even larger reduction of the generated vorticity (figure 6(c), video [LINK]). In both cases, the flow field aft of
the nose was smoother than the base-situation. This indicates that both cases have reduced the separation,
however rounding the nose is likely much more difficult to implement (due to construction requirements)
than a simple trip.
The effect of tripping on the nose-flow separation should be investigated in more detail. Key questions
remain: what is the critical height of trip, and/or trip type which is required to alter the flow behavior?
The trip used herein was re-purposed from landing gear investigations, and most likely it was unrealistically
large (thickness was approximately 0.25mm). The front tips of the zig-zag strip were pointing out into the
oncoming flow since the strips did not stick to the surface perfectly (shown in figure 6(a)) and these acted
as finite protrusions that likely resulted in streamwise vortices being generated (vortex generators). If this is
the case, the drag may actually have increased when compared with the separated/reattached base situation.
The surface pressure was not measured, however, the velocity magnitude is essentially a measure of the
pressure using the Bernoulli relationship (regions of high velocity are low pressure and vice versa). The
maximum velocity (minimum pressure) achieved along the nose in all geometric cases is roughly the same,
however there is a small decrease when rounding the front or using tripping (results shown in table 1). This
indicates that the front end lift may be decreased slightly when rounding or tripping the front nose flow.
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Case
Base
Rounded
Tripped
Splitter

Max velocity (mm/s)
799
779
785
792

Case/Base
1.0
0.97
0.98
0.99

Table 1. Comparison between maximum velocities achieved at vehicle nose with varied geometries.

Front Splitter Plate
An aggressive front splitter plate was added to determine its effect on the front end flow, the results are
shown in figure 7. Note that the vorticity measurements below the splitter plate are un-reliable, as this
region was subject to measurement error due to bubbles on the surface of the endplate. The explanation
of splitter plate operation common among the enthusiast community is that due to the air dam (portion of
front valence which is attached to splitter) a pressure buildup occurs which pushes down on the splitter plate.
This is partially true, velocity magnitudes above the splitter plate are approx 80-200 mm/s (high pressure)
whereas in the no-splitter condition they are approx 400 mm/s (lower pressure). However, it can also be
seen that the flow is funneled below the splitter plate, resulting in a high velocity (low pressure) below the
splitter plate. The velocity reaches values of approx 750 mm/s below the splitter plate. The combination of
these two effects results in a large downwards force acting on the splitter plate. This is why secure cables
are used to support the splitter plate, as large forces are generated and this puts the cables in tension.
When we compare the flow topology with and without the splitter plate (figure 8), it is immediately
apparent that the existence of the splitter plate moves the forward stagnation point downwards. In the
baseline case the stagnation point is located at the bottom edge of the front bumper. As shown by the
schematic (figure 8(a)), the flow above this point moves up and around the nose, while the flow below would
move into the radiator cooling passage and down below the vehicle. With the splitter plate present, the
stagnation point is moved to the leading edge of the splitter. This movement alters the behavior and shape
of the flow streamlines. The result of moving the stagnation point down is to increase the strength of the
separation along the front of the hood, where this can be seen in the following video [LINK] as an increase
in vorticity generation. With the splitter plate, a larger stagnation region (high pressure, slow moving fluid)
occurs at the front of the vehicle. Without the presence of additional radiator ducting, this would likely result
in a large drag increment. However, if a specialized ducting system is created, as shown in the schematic
image (figure 8(c)), drag increments may be minimized. While further investigation must be performed to
determine the effect of the splitter plate length (size) and ground clearance on the downforce created, the
current results indicate a potential finding. It appears that the location of the forward stagnation point
occurs at the most forward body surface. For the splitter plate to maximize it’s effectiveness, it should
extend further upstream than the nose (bumper).
B.

Center: Plane B

The flow at the center section of the vehicle is shown by the measurements performed at plane B as indicated
in figure 4. The time-averaged velocity magnitude contours along with streamlines are shown in figure 9.
Due to the sharp expansion at the windshield/roof junction there is a region of low pressure (here shown as
regions of high velocity, remember Bernoulli’s equation) along the roof. The global maximum suction peak
is concentrated at the leading edge of the roof. During experiments, bubble’s were found to accumulate in
this region as shown in figure 9(c). Previous experience has shown that in regions of separation, bubbles
tend to accumulate on the model surfaces. This result indicates the possibility for a small separation and
reattachment at the leading edge of the roof (effectively a very small separation bubble). This result is
not surprising given the severity of the expansion angle change at the windshield/roof junction. After
reattachment the flow remains attached to roof until the aft edge, where full separation occurs. Near the end
of the experiment, an additional field of view (plane) was taken to show more velocity data in this region.
This new plane was at the same location as plane B, but was raised. The results are shown in figure 9(d).
To prevent separation at the leading edge of the roof is difficult. Vortex generators may be positioned
upstream on the windshield itself, but they may not prove effective, or may result in a net drag increase.
One possibility is the use of a turning vane to effectively increase the radius of the expansion.2
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C.

Rear: Plane C

To final streamwise measurements were performed at the rear of the car, this is plane C as indicated in figure 4.
The results presented are time-averaged results and include contours of the vorticity (left image) and velocity
magnitude (right image) as well as streamlines. The majority of aerodynamic drag is generated at the rear
of an automobile geometry. Cars are classified as bluff bodies and suffer from significant flow separation
at the rear, resulting in enormous pressure drag. The largest gains to reducing drag are made possible by
modifying the rear end geometry of a vehicle. For this reason, the majority of geometric modifications were
focused on the rear end geometry of the MR2. Unfortunately drag forces could not be measured directly,
however changes in flow structures are indicative of changes to the aerodynamic drag.
No Spoiler, Base case
The production car has a rear spoiler attached at the back of the trunk lid, however this spoiler was removed
to determine the base flow situation (geometry shown in figure 10(a)). The spoiler was then added to
determine it’s effect on the flow field and flow structures. The base flow (no spoiler) is shown in figure 10.
An interesting observation was recorded with this geometry. During the first experiment, the time-averaged
flow field appeared as in figure 10(b), where the separation off the top of the roof forms a closed recirculation
bubble on the engine lid and trunk. Two opposite-orientation smaller recirculation bubbles occur on the
back end of the car due to separation from the trunk and bumper. In total, there are three distinct, closed
bubbles. The experiment was run again at a later time under identical conditions, the results obtained are
shown in figure 10(c). As is clearly evident, the time-averaged flow field was changed. The separation bubble
resulting from the roof separation is now of an ”open” type, and the two bubbles at the rear end of the car
are also changed in shape. Most noticeably, the major difference between the two flow situations observed
are the size of the wake region behind the vehicle. This region is clearly identified by slow moving flow
(blue regions in velocity magnitude figures). Without force measurements, it is uncertain which flow ”mode”
results in a higher drag force, however the shape and behavior of the flow is clearly changing drastically in
an unsteady fashion. This unsteady behavior is shown by the schematic in figure 12(a) and is clearly visible
by watching the provided video [LINK].
A further plane downstream was also taken to determine the behavior of the flow downstream of the
model. This plane is termed plane D and is shown in figure 10(d).
Factory Spoiler
The factory OEM spoiler was then added to the trunk (left image in figure 11(a)). The time-averaged flow
structure is shown in figure 11(b). One interesting result is that the addition of the spoiler reduced the
number of recirculation bubbles at the rear of the vehicle from 3 to 2. With the spoiler present, there is
a large recirculation bubble at the back window due to the separation from the roof (as before), however
now there is only one large recirculation bubble at the back of the car resulting from separation from the
bumper. With the spoiler, the size of the wake region (low velocity, blue regions in magnitude map) is
increased, however, the position of the recirculation cores has moved downstream, away from the surface of
the vehicle. This indicates a possible reduction in drag, as the low-pressure vorticity cores have been moved
away from the surface. The tip of the spoiler is found to generate a significant amount of vorticity that is
shed downstream. In a similar fashion to the no-spoiler case, the experiment was run several times and the
time-averaged flow fields were observed to change (compare flow structures in figures 11(b) and 11(c)). This
is indicative of an unsteady, changing flow mode at the rear of the car. This unsteady behavior is shown by
the schematic in figure 12(b) and is clearly visible by watching the provided video [LINK].
As before, a further plane downstream was also taken to determine the behavior of the flow downstream
of the model (plane D) and is shown in figure 11(c).
Plumley Spoiler Modification
The spoiler was also moved back, in a similar fashion to the popular ”Plumley modification” (geometry
shown in right image in figure 11(a)). The resulting time-averaged flow structure is shown in figure 11(d)
and the unsteady behavior is shown by the video [LINK]. The general flow behavior is very similar to the
factory spoiler position. Whether this modification is more effective at generating downforce at the rear of
the vehicle is undetermined. However, the amount of upper spoiler surface present within the fast moving
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flow appears to be slightly increased and this may indicate an increase in downforce generation. A key
finding is that by moving the spoiler further back, flow is now able to move underneath the spoiler from
above the engine decklid to the rear of the vehicle. Unfortunately, this is slow moving fluid (low velocity)
and as such, the spoiler likely does not act as a rear wing to generate increased downforce.
Double-element Wing
A large, double-element wing was added for interest’s sake. The wing geometry is shown in figure 13(a)
and was provided as a body-kit modification with the model of the MR2 used in this experiment. Both
airfoil elements were cambered, the first element (1) was positioned at a modest angle of attack, while the
second (2) was at an extreme angle of attack. The time-averaged flow structure is shown in figure 13(b) and
the unsteady behavior is shown by the video [LINK]. The results clearly show that the wing elements are
effective in producing downforce as they are placed out of the low-velocity separation bubble at the rear of
the vehicle.
As before, a further plane downstream was also taken to determine the behavior of the flow downstream
of the model (plane D) and is shown in figure 13(c).
Rear Hatch
Due to the extreme notch-back behavior of the MR2 geometry, separation is unavoidable. To combat this, a
rear hatch was designed and implemented. The hatch was a simple geometry shown in figure 14(a), consisting
of a single pane connecting the top of the roof with the rear of the trunk. The sides were filled with clay
and smoothed to follow the lines of the car. With the hatch in place the modified MR2 resembled another
Toyota vehicle, the MK1 Supra. Two versions of the hatch were investigated, the time-averaged flow results
for the base-situation are shown in figure 14(b). A modified version included a small trailing edge spoiler,
re-purposed from one of the elements from the big-wing geometry. The results for the time-averaged flow for
the modified hatch are shown in figure 14(c). In both cases, the rear MR2 sun-deflector (clear plastic piece
located across back of roof, usually with TOYOTA emblem) was included. In both situations, it is clear
from the results that the massive separation at the rear of the roof with the baseline geometry is avoided.
The flow moves smoothly from the rear of the roof along the backside of the car, remaining attached until
the rear bumper where two separation bubbles are formed. These results indicate that drag is likely reduced,
as the massive separation above the engine decklid has been replaced with a smooth attached flow. The
unsteady flow for the baseline hatch can be seen by the provided video [LINK] as well as the modified hatch
video [LINK].
A common add-on for the MK1 Supra was a rear sun-shade, located at the top of the back hatch. In an
effort to determine the effect of these sun-shades on the rear aerodynamics, a simple representation of one
was constructed and added to the geometry (shown in figure 15(a)). The dimensions or placement of the
sun-shade were not exact, but were considered representative. The effects on the time-averaged aerodynamic
features are clearly shown in figure 15(b) and the unsteady behavior is shown in the video [LINK]. Due to
the angle of the sunshade, the flow is redirected downward, and a large region of slow-moving flow is present
just downstream of the shade itself. Note, the actual Supra sunshade has a shallower angle that that present
here. The current version of the shade is likely acting as a wing and producing rear end lift along with drag.
The shallower Supra sunshade likely does not produce lift, but still results in a measurable increase in drag.6
Rear Splitter Plates
As a final investigation, the effect of a large horizontal splitter plate located either on the trunk (top splitter),
or bumper (bottom splitter) was investigated (geometries shown in figure 16(a)). Splitter plates have been
shown to reduce drag on bluff body geometries such as cylinders7, 8 by effectively moving the low-pressure
recirculation cores away from the model surface. The time-averaged results for the top splitter are shown in
figure 16(b) and the unsteady behavior is shown in the video [LINK]. The effect of the top splitter is very
similar to the OEM spoiler in that the number of recirculation bubbles is reduced to 2. The time-averaged
results for the bottom splitter are shown in figure 16(c) and the unsteady behavior is shown in the video
[LINK]. The effect of the bottom splitter is to reduce the size of the lower recirculation bubble and increase
the size of the upper recirculation bubble just aft of the bumper.
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D.

Rear End Geometry and Drag

The published CD values for the MR2 are 0.34 (with OEM spoiler) and 0.35 (without OEM spoiler).9 These
drag coefficients are not stellar, so what is it about the rear end geometry of the MR2 that leads to high
drag? First we need to understand the different automobile rear end geometries as well as the different
drag producing mechanisms. The most simple geometry is the ”square-back”, most commonly seen on large
trucks and vans, where the rear end of the automobile is essentially a rectangle. Due to the sharp angles,
the flow separates at the rear and a massive separation zone forms behind the automobile, this results in
high pressure drag. When we modify the MR2 to a hatchback geometry the rear end of the car is now very
similar to that of a ”slant-back” or ”fast-back” automobile. This type of geometry (known as the Ahmed
body) has been extensively studied in the literature and by the author. While the square-back suffers from
high pressure drag due to massive flow separation, the slant-back may suffer from increased vortex drag.
Vortex drag is a result of the formation of two longitudinal vortices along the backside of the geometry as
shown in figure 17(a). These vortices are a result of the flow along the side and over the roof of the car
interacting along the edge of the slant (note the vortices cause the flow along the center of the car to remain
attached due to downwash). The amount of vortex drag created is a function of the rear slant angle (φs ) as
shown by the comprehensive graphs in figure 17(c). As the angle steadily increases (φs < 30◦ ) , the drag
moves through a crater-like behavior, near the critical angle (φs = 30◦ ) the drag is at a maximum due to the
high-strength vortex drag. After the critical angle (φs > 30◦ ) the flow is fully separated and the drag levels
out at a relatively constant value. The baseline MR2 is of the final type, or notch-back design, which also
suffers from vortex drag as shown in figure 17(b). The vertical rear window and engine-lid/trunk of the MR2
form a severe notch with the angle being measured as approximately 68 degrees as shown in figure 18(b)
(Note that all angles were measured using a digital angle finder with the authors full-size MR2 ). However,
the MR2 is not a simple notch-back geometry as there are angled panels on either side of the rear window
that have an approximate angle of 28 degrees. The variation of notch-back drag with geometric modifications
is shown in figure 18(a). Placing the stock MR2 within this drag-curve (red dot in figure 18(a)) is somewhat
tricky due to the complex notch-back design, however as an approximation we can assume that α ≈ 28 − 68◦
and β ≈ 16◦ without the OEM spoiler. By adding the stock OEM spoiler, the angle β ≈ 11◦ is reduced.
This geometry is shown by the green dot in figure 18(a) and it can be seen that the drag is decreased. This
finding indicates that the stock OEM spoiler was added primarily as a drag reducing device rather than as
a generator of downforce. The modified hatch geometry of the MR2 is of a fast-back design and has a slant
angle of φs ≈ 16◦ . Referring to the variation of fast-back drag plot in figure 18(a) (where the hatch version
of the MR2 is shown circled in blue), we can see that a significant drag reduction (≈ 20 − 25%) vs. the
baseline notch-back design can be realized.
E.

Comparison to CFD results

A CFD analysis on the MK1 MR2 was performed by MR2OC board member superpilun using a 3D model
in FloWorks. If you are interested in reading the entire discussion you can find it here [LINK]. The model
geometry used in the CFD analysis is shown in figure 19(a) and the flow structure is shown in figures 19(b)
and 19(c). A clear advantage when using CFD is that modeling a more accurate geometry is possible. For
example, the front radiator air duct as well as the engine bay and lid ducting are modelled properly (these
were features that were blocked off in the experimental model).
From the CFD results, we can see that in a similar manner to the experimental results the forward
stagnation point is calculated to be at the bottom edge of the front bumper (which is the most forward
geometric point). The flow above this point moves up around the front hood, and a region of fast moving
fluid occurs aft of the second bumper angle change. The CFD is unable to predict the separation and
reattachment in this region which was found during the experiments. The flow below the stagnation point
move through the radiator, and due to the frunk wall is forced down below the vehicle. As you can see,
the sharp exit angle causes flow separation just upstream of the front wheels. The flow moving along the
windshield encounters the sharp angle change at the roofline and is expanded, resulting in fast moving fluid
above the cabin and a low pressure peak. This is an identical result to that found during the experiments.
At the rear of the vehicle, the flow separates from the aft roofline and forms a large recirculation bubble
above the engine bay. Two further separation bubbles form at the base of the vehicle, resulting in a total
of 3 separation bubbles. Despite the fact that the CFD model has the OEM spoiler, the result is more akin
to the experimental findings with no spoiler (3 bubbles). The experiments with the OEM spoiler found the
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number of recirculation bubbles to drop from 3 to 2. The unsteady, separated wake region is a particularly
difficult area to calculate properly with CFD, which may help explain the differences.

III.

Conclusions

Experiments were performed using the particle image velocimetry (PIV) technique on a 1/24th scale Toyota MR2 model. The flow field about the model was broken up into segments and investigated individually.
First, the production geometry was tested to identify the aerodynamics of the unmodified vehicle. Next,
geometric modifications were applied to investigate their effect on the aerodynamics. Both streamwise and
transverse planes were measured in this experimental investigation, however only the streamwise analysis was
included in this report. This report mainly focused on the time-averaged flow structure, however, videos have
been included to highlight the unsteady flow behavior. Unfortunately forces could not be measured directly
during this experiment, however changes in flow structures are indicative of changes to the aerodynamic
forces.
At the front of the vehicle, flow separation and reattachment was observed along the hood. This is due
to the the large angle changes at the nose (due to its finite angular design) and the low stagnation point
(located at the lower edge of the front bumper). Aft of the second angle change the boundary layer is unable
to remain attached and a separation bubble occurs. This results in the production of vorticity which is
convected in an unsteady fashion along the hood towards the windshield. By applying tripping or rounding
of the nose, this vorticity generation is minimized, indicating that both methods are effective at reducing
separation. The addition of an aggressive front splitter plate was found to modify the flow structure at the
front of the vehicle. A region of high pressure forms above the splitter plate while a region of low pressure
occurs below (resulting in increased downforce at the front wheels). In addition, the stagnation point is
moved downwards which results in increased vorticity generation along the hood.
At the center of the vehicle the global maximum suction peak (highest velocity, lowest pressure) was observed to occur at the windshield/roof junction. In addition, the possibility of a small separation/reattachment
resulting in a separation bubble was indicated in this region. These results were expected given the severity
of the expansion angle at the windshield/roof junction.
The majority of aerodynamic testing was performed at the rear of the vehicle as most aerodynamic drag
is a result of the rear vehicle geometry. The base case with no spoiler was investigated first and it was
found that three recirculation bubbles exist in the wake region. The flow was found to be unsteady, and in
a time-averaged sense, changed between ”open” and ”closed” type flow modes. The addition of the factory
spoiler reduced the number of recirculation bubbles to two and an unsteady flow mode behavior was also
observed. The spoiler was moved back, as in the popular ”Plumley” modification. It was found that the
new position of the spoiler allowed flow to move underneath from above the engine decklid to the rear of the
vehicle. An aggressive double-element wing was investigated with the results clearly indicating an effective
downforce production. To combat the massive flow separation at the rear, a rear hatch geometry (with
several variations) was investigated. Due to the shallow angle of the hatch the flow remained attached until
the rear bumper. Finally, two variations of rear splitter plates (upper and lower) were investigated.
A preliminary analysis of the rear end geometry and drag production was performed. It was found that
the drag of the baseline (no spoiler) MR2 notch-back geometry is reduced by the addition of the OEM
spoiler. Regardless of the aesthetic improvements, the addition of the OEM spoiler was likely implemented
as an attempt to reduce aerodynamic drag and produce a modest amount of downforce. However, it has
been shown that the addition of a rear hatch should reduce the drag by an estimated 20 − 25% (why do
you think the current Prius has this geometry?). In addition, it was found that the notch-back geometry
of the MR2 results in an unsteady flow which in a time-averaged sense changes between two flow ”modes”.
This behavior is likely the cause of buffeting experienced by the MR2 at highway speeds (the author has
experienced this on many occasions in his MR2). Addition of a rear hatch has been shown to remove this
flow mode unsteadiness and would likely result in a smoother driving experience at high speeds.
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(a) Nose geometry of production MR2, note there are two angled turns labeled as 1 and 2. The left image is a raw
still taken from the PIV measurements and shows the particles used to determine velocity vectors. The right image
highlights the nose geometry. The first angle change was measured as approximately 35◦ , the second is approximately
18◦ .

(b) PIV measurements for baseline nose geometry. The left image is the time-averaged vorticity contours and streamlines. The
right image is time-averaged velocity magnitude contours and streamlines. Video [LINK].

(c) Bubble formation on the surface of the model during testing. Highlighted areas likely indicate the existence of
separation bubbles.
Figure 5. Baseline production nose geometry.
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(a) Nose geometry with aerodynamic modifications applied. The left image highlights the addition of a flow tripping
zig-zag strip. This is used to trip the boundary layer to turbulence. The right image highlights a rounded nose geometry
molded using modeling clay and covered with a thin layer of clear glue.

(b) PIV measurements for rounded nose geometry. The left image is the time-averaged vorticity contours and streamlines. The
right image is time-averaged velocity magnitude contours and streamlines. Video [LINK].

(c) PIV measurements for tripped nose geometry. The left image is the time-averaged vorticity contours and streamlines. The
right image is time-averaged velocity magnitude contours and streamlines. Video [LINK].
Figure 6. Modified nose geometry by rounding and added flow tripping.
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(a) Front splitter plate geometry and mounting to model. The splitter length (l=13mm) is 8.125 percent the entire
length of the car (l/L=0.08125).

(b) PIV measurements for splitter plate addition. The left image is the time-averaged vorticity contours and streamlines. The
right image is time-averaged velocity magnitude contours and streamlines. Video [LINK].
Figure 7. Addition of front splitter plate.
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(a) Baseline geometry flow schematic. Stagnation point (separation
between flow upward and downward) located at bottom lip of front
bumper. Flow into radiator duct is directed downward due to frunk
wall. This likely causes a separated region to form and leads to lift
production at the front wheels.

(b) Baseline PIV measurement of time-averaged velocity magnitude contours and streamlines. Direction
of streamlines at front of model highlighted.

(c) Splitter plate flow schematic (with added radiator ducting). Stagnation point is moved downward to front of splitter plate. If radiator
duct is constructed, high efficiency radiator cooling and the production
of downforce at the front wheels will result.

(d) Splitter PIV measurement of time-averaged velocity magnitude contours and streamlines. Direction
of streamlines at front of model highlighted.

(e) More comprehensive view of velocity upstream of baseline
model. Field of view is shifted forward relative to plane A.
Figure 8. Change in stagnation point and flow geometry when adding a splitter plate to the baseline geometry.
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(a) Schematic of center flow topology. The global maximum suction peak (low pressure) occurs at the leading edge of the roof. At
this location there is a possible separation bubble.

(b) Baseline PIV measurement of time-averaged velocity magnitude contours and streamlines. Through the
Bernoulli relationship, regions of high velocity are at low
pressure.

(c) Surface bubble formations, indicating regions of separation. Note that this result is for the model
with splitter plate installed.

(d) More comprehensive look at flow above roof, field of view is shifted
up relative to plane B.
Figure 9. Flow over roofline.
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(a) Example PIV raw image from experimental measurements. Also shown in the base-flow rear
end geometry (no spoiler).

(b) First flow mode, ”closed type”.

(c) Second flow mode, ”open type”.

(d) Flow geometry downstream of model.
Figure 10. Rear flow structure with no spoiler. Video [LINK].
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(a) Comparison between OEM rear spoiler position (left) and modified ”Plumley” spoiler (right).

(b) OEM spoiler. Video [LINK].

(c) Downstream plane with OEM spoiler.

(d) Modified ”Plumley” spoiler. Video [LINK].
Figure 11. Rear flow structure with added spoilers.
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(a) Baseline geometry with no spoiler. Three recirculation regions (labelled
1,2,3) are present. The dividing streamline (dotted) for the first region changes
in time between ”open” and ”closed” modes in an unsteady fashion.

(b) Geometry with OEM spoiler. Two recirculation regions (labelled 1,2) are
present. The dividing streamline (dotted) for the first region changes in time
between ”open” and ”closed” modes in an unsteady fashion.
Figure 12. Schematics of unsteady flow structure behaviors at rear end of MR2. Note, ∆t represents a change
in time and shows the ”flapping” nature of the dividing streamline.
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(a) Double-element wing geometry, wing was provided as a ”body-kit” addition with the model.

(b)

(c)
Figure 13. Flow structure with double element wing. Video [LINK].
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(a) Comparison between implemented hatch geometries.

(b) Base hatch geometry. Video [LINK].

(c) Modified hatch geometry. Video [LINK].
Figure 14. Flow structure with rear hatch.
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(a) Rear hatch geometry with added ”Supra-type” sunshade.

(b)
Figure 15. Flow structure with rear hatch and added sun-shade. Video [LINK].
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(a) Rear geometry with added splitter plates, top splitter (left) extends from the back of the trunk and bottom
splitter (right) extends from the bottom of the bumper.

(b) Top splitter. Video [LINK].

(c) Bottom splitter. Video [LINK].
Figure 16. Flow structure with added rear splitter plates.
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(a) Two longitudinal vortices along the backside of the slant- (b) Two longitudinal vortices along the backside of the notchback geometry.1
back geometry.3

(c) Variation of drag coefficient (CD) with slant-back angle α = φs . Variation for simplified Ahmed body shown on the left, for
automobile geometry on the right.3 Note the existence of a critical angle around 30◦ , below this angle the flow is attached and
vortex drag occurs due to longitudinal vortices, above this angle the flow is fully separated.

Figure 17. Drag variation at the rear of an automobile.
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(a) Dependence of drag on geometry of notch-back and fast-back automobile designs.3 Baseline
MR2 without spoiler shown in red, MR2 with OEM spoiler shown in green, modified hatch MR2
shown in blue. Note that the drag is represented as a change (increase or decrease) relative to a
square-back (truck or van) geometry.

(b) Relevant angles affecting the drag production for several investigated geometries.
Figure 18. Change in drag with geometric modifications.
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(a) 3D model geometry.

(b) Streamwise analysis along centerline. Contours of pressure are shown along with velocity vectors.

(c) 3D analysis. Contours of pressure are shown along with velocity vectors.
Figure 19. CFD analysis of MR2 geometry from MR2OC.
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